Abstract-This paper proposes a fast method for car-licenseplate detection (CLPD) and presents three main contributions. The first contribution is that we propose a fast vertical edge detection algorithm (VEDA) based on the contrast between the grayscale values, which enhances the speed of the CLPD method. After binarizing the input image using adaptive thresholding (AT), an unwanted-line elimination algorithm (ULEA) is proposed to enhance the image, and then, the VEDA is applied. The second contribution is that our proposed CLPD method processes very-low-resolution images taken by a web camera. After the vertical edges have been detected by the VEDA, the desired plate details based on color information are highlighted. Then, the candidate region based on statistical and logical operations will be extracted. Finally, an LP is detected. The third contribution is that we compare the VEDA to the Sobel operator in terms of accuracy, algorithm complexity, and processing time. The results show accurate edge detection performance and faster processing than Sobel by five to nine times. In terms of complexity, a big-O-notation module is used and the following result is obtained: The VEDA has less complexity by K 2 times, whereas K 2 represents the mask size of Sobel. Results show that the computation time of the CLPD method is 47.7 ms, which meets the real-time requirements.
There are many issues that should be resolved to create a successful and fast CLP detection system (CLPDS), e.g., poor image quality, plate sizes and designs, processing time, and background details and complexity. The need for car identification is increasing for many reasons such as crime prevention, vehicle access control, and border control. To identify a car, features such as model, color, and LP number can be used [4] - [6] .
In vehicle tracking systems, cameras are used and installed in front of police cars to identify those vehicles. Usually, numerous vehicle tracking and pursue systems use outstanding cameras [7] , and this leads to cost increment of the system in both hardware and software. Since many methods have been proposed in various intelligent transportation system applications, the CLPDRS is usually based on an image acquired at 640 × 480 resolution [8] . An enhancement of CLPD method performance such as reduction of computation time and algorithm complexity, or even the build of the LP recognition system with lower cost of its hardware devices, will make it more practical and usable than before. This paper proposed a method for CLPD, in which a web camera with 352 × 288 resolution is used instead of a more sophisticated web camera. In this paper, the web camera is used to capture the images, and an offline process is performed to detect the plate from the whole scene image.
Vertical edge extraction and detection is an important step in the CLPDRS because it affects the system's accuracy and computation time. Hence, a new vertical edge detection algorithm (VEDA) is proposed here to reduce the computation time of the whole CLPD method [9] . This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces a brief of related work. Section III describes two parts. The first part discusses in detail our proposed approach to vertical edge detection, i.e., using an unwanted-line elimination algorithm (ULEA) and the VEDA. The second part discusses the proposed CLPD method. Experimental results and discussion are presented in Section IV. Section V draws our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several LPD methods that have been used before, such as morphological operations [10] - [12] , edge extraction [13] - [18] , combination of gradient features [19] , salience features [20] , a neural network for color [5] or grayscale [21] classification, and vector quantization [22] .
Due to ambient lighting conditions, interference characters, and other problems, it is difficult to detect LPs in complex conditions. Some of previous LPD methods are restricted to 0018-9545/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE work under certain conditions, such as fixed backgrounds [23] and known color [24] - [27] .
In previous years, some researchers have been working on LPD in complex conditions. Kim et al. [19] proposed an LPD algorithm using both statistical features and LP templates. After the statistical features were used to select the regions of interest (ROIs), LP templates were applied to match the ROI. In many cases, general LP templates are very difficult to be constructed. Moreover, their algorithm can work on a fixed scale. Hence, the application of this algorithm is restricted. In [28] , Matas and Zimmermann proposed an algorithm to detect LPs under various conditions. Their algorithm used character regions as basic units of LPs, which make the algorithm quite robust to viewpoint and illumination. However, this algorithm could hardly highlight characters overlapping from the true LPs. In [29] , an LPD algorithm using color edge and fuzzy disciplines has been proposed. However, it can only be used with certain colors.
Vertical edge extraction is one of the most crucial steps in CLPD because it influences the whole system to correctly detect the LP [30] . An edge map has vastly reduced complexity, and it retains the important structure present in the original image [31] . Thus, a vertical edge map has been used for LPD for many years [3] , [15] , [23] , [25] . The given algorithms used a one-directional Sobel operator to extract the vertical edges. Nevertheless, some undesired details such as horizontal edges are kept in such vertical edge map. Therefore, these details can increase the processing time and reduce the system accuracy. In [2] , [17] , [32] , an image enhancement and Sobel operator was used to extract the vertical edges of the car image. They used an algorithm to remove most of the background and noisy edges. Finally, they searched the plate region by a rectangular window in the residual edge image. Recently, Abolghasemi and Ahmadyfard [33] have improved the method proposed in [17] by enhancing the low-quality input image and then extracting the vertical edges. Then, they used morphological filtering to constitute some regions as plate regions. Zhang et al. [16] defined a new vertical gradient map to extract statistical features. The authors constructed two cascade classifiers based on statistical and Haar features to decrease the complexity of the system and to improve the detection rate. However, this method will take much processing time even with low-quality images.
Bai et al. [23] proposed an algorithm for LPD for monitoring the highway ticketing systems. Their algorithm presented a linear filter to smooth the image and to overcome the influence of light. In addition, vertical edge detection was used for suppressing horizontal noise. Then, the edge density was measured and compared with the true plate region density. A nonlinear filter was applied to remove the narrow horizontal lines. Finally, a connected component analysis algorithm was applied to show and to locate the LP features. However, their algorithm works better with a fixed background and a stationary camera.
The most common and earliest edge detection algorithms are those based on the gradient, such as the Sobel operator [34] and the Roberts operator [35] . Numerous previous methods have used the Sobel operator to extract the vertical edges in CLPDSs [16] , [17] , [23] , [32] , [36] . In this paper, we proposed the VEDA to extract vertical edges. A low-resolution image produced by a web camera is one of the issues that should be solved. The purpose of using lowresolution images with the CLPDS is to gain three advantages: less memory size, less cost, and low computing time. This paper proposed a new method for CLPD, in which a web camera is used to capture input images.
III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR CAR LICENSE PLATE DETECTION

A. Overview
This paper has three contributions: The VEDA is proposed and used for detecting vertical edges; the proposed CLPD method processes low-quality images produced by a web camera, which has a resolution of 352 × 288 with 30 fps; and the computation time of the CLPD method is less than several methods. In this paper, the color input image is converted to a grayscale image, and then, adaptive thresholding (AT) is applied on the image to constitute the binarized image. After that, the ULEA is applied to remove noise and to enhance the binarized image. Next, the vertical edges are extracted by using the VEDA. The next process is to detect the LP; the plate details are highlighted based on the pixel value with the help of the VEDA output. Then, some statistical and logical operations are used to detect candidate regions and to search for the true candidate region. Finally, the true plate region is detected in the original image. The flowchart of the proposed CLPD method is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. AT
After the color input image is converted to grayscale, an AT process [37] , [38] is applied to constitute the binarized image.
Bradley and Roth [37] recently proposed real-time AT using the mean of a local window, where local mean is computed using an integral image. To get a good adaptive threshold, the method proposed in [37] is used.
1) Technique of AT:
The AT technique used in this paper is just a simple extension of Bradley and Roth's [37] and Wellner's methods [39] . The idea in Wellner's algorithm is that the pixel is compared with an average of neighboring pixels. Specifically, an approximate moving average of the last S pixels seen is calculated while traversing the image. If the value of the current pixel is T percent lower than the average, then it is set to black; otherwise, it is set to white. This technique is useful because comparing a pixel to the average of neighboring pixels will keep hard contrast lines and ignore soft gradient changes. The advantage of this technique is that only a single pass through the image is required. Wellner uses one eighth of the image width for the value of S and 0.15 for the value of T to yield the best results for a variety of images. The value of T might be a little bit modified from the proposed value by Wellner depending on the used images; whereas it should be in the range 0.1 < T < 0.2 in our method.
However, Wellner's algorithm depends on the scanning order of pixels. Since the neighborhood samples are not evenly distributed in all directions, the moving average process is not suitable to give a good representation for the neighboring pixels. Therefore, using the integral image in [37] has solved this problem.
2) AT Formulations: The first step is to compute the integral image. Initially, the summation of the pixel values for every column jth through all row values i will be computed using sum(i) Then, the integral image can then be computed for every pixel as in (2):
where IntgrlImg(i, j) represents the integral image for pixel (i, j). The next step is to perform thresholding for each pixel. To do so, first, the intensity summation for each local window should be computed by using two subtraction operations and one addition operation [40] as follows:
where sum window represents the summation of the intensities of the gray values for a specified local window, in which the currently binarized pixel is centering in. The boundaries of the window can be represented by
and s represents the local window size/lengths for the computed IntgrlImg, whereas s = image width/8. Therefore, to compute the adaptive threshold value for the image, in which g(i, j) ∈ [0, 255] is the intensity of the pixel located at (i, j), threshold t(i, j) for each pixel has to be computed first as follows:
where t(i, j) represents the threshold for each pixel at location (i, j), and T is a constant, i.e., T = 0.15. This value is the optimal value for best thresholding performance for the whole images after testing on many images and is assessed visually. The criterion in the following is applied on every pixel to output the threshold value of that pixel:
where o(i, j) represents the adaptive threshold output value of pixel g(i, j), and S 2 represents the computed area of the local window for the selected region.
3) Effect of T Value on AT:
Here, the effect of the T value will be explained to evaluate the sensitivity of the image. Two examples will be given here: The first example has a lesser value of T than the pregiven value, and the other example has a higher value. In (4) (5) will be true in most cases. Therefore, adaptive threshold o(i, j) = 0 and a lot of gray regions g(i, j) in the input image will appear in the binarized image as black regions. On the contrary, if T = 0.29 → t(i, j) = 0. 71 × sum window , then the condition in (5) will be false. That is, important details will disappear. After testing a lot of values, the most adequate value for T has been found as 0.15 for all of the input images.
As a result, the decrement of T below 0.15 will affect in constituting new black regions, and vice versa, the increment of T above 0.15 will affect in eliminating important details. Fig. 2(a) shows the input image, and the result is shown in Fig. 2(b) after AT is applied.
C. ULEA
Thresholding process in general produces many thin lines that do not belong to the LP region. In Fig. 2(b) , we can see that there are many long foreground lines and short random noise edges beside the LP region. These background and noise edges are unwanted lines. These lines may interfere in the LP location. Therefore, we have proposed an algorithm to eliminate them from the image. This step can be considered as a morphological operation and enhancement process. There are four cases in which unwanted lines can be formed. In the first case, the line is horizontal with an angle equal to 0
• as (−). In the second case, the line is vertical with an angle equal to 90
• as (|). In the third case, the line is inclined with an angle equal to 45
• as (/). In the fourth case, the line is inclined with an angle equal to 135
• as (\). Therefore, the ULEA has been proposed to eliminate these lines. In this step, while processing a binary image, the black pixel values are the background, and the white pixel values are the foreground. A 3 × 3 mask is used throughout all image pixels. Only black pixel values in the thresholded image are tested. To retain the small details of the LP, only the lines whose widths equal to 1 pixel are checked. Suppose that b(x, y) are the values for thresholded image. Once, the current pixel value located at the mask center is black, the eight-neighbor pixel values are tested. If two corresponding values are white together, then the current pixel is converted to a white value as a foreground pixel value (i.e., white pixel). Fig. 3 shows the possible cases in which the current pixel is converted to foreground pixel. Each case of (a)-(d) represents two corresponding values at each time that the mask moves through the image. Fig. 4 shows the output after the ULEA is performed, whereby many unwanted lines are removed from the image. This kind of image is nearly ready for a better segmentation process. 
D. VEDA
The advantage of the VEDA is to distinguish the platedetail region, particularly the beginning and the end of each character. Therefore, the plate details will be easily detected, and the character recognition process will be done faster. After thresholding and ULEA processes, the image will only have black and white regions, and the VEDA is processing these regions. The idea of the VEDA concentrates on intersections of black-white [see Fig. 6 , where x and y represent rows and columns of the image, respectively. The center pixel of the mask is located at points (0, 1) and (1, 1) . By moving the mask from left to right, the black-white regions will be found. Therefore, the last two black pixels will only be kept. Similarly, the first black pixel in the case of white-black regions will be kept.
The proposed mask has the size of 2 × 4 to fulfill the following two criteria. 1) In this type of a mask, it is divided into three submasks: The first submask is the left mask "2 × 2," the second submask is the center "2 × 1," and the third submask is the right mask "2 × 1," as marked in Fig. 6 . Simply, after each two pixels are checked at once, the first submask is applied so that a 2 pixel width "because two column are processed" can be considered for detecting. This process is specified to detect the vertical edges at the intersections of black-white regions. Similarly, the third submask is applied on the intersections of white-black regions. Thus, the detected vertical edge has the property of a 1 pixel width.
2) The number "2" points out the number of rows that are checked at once. The consumed time in this case can be less twice in case each row is individually checked. To select the column at locations (0, 1) and (1, 1) to be the center of the proposed mask, two pixels and one pixel in the case of black-white and white-black regions are retained, respectively.
This process is performed for both of the edges at the left and right sides of the object-of-interest. The first edge can have a black-pixel width of 2, and the second edge can have a 1) will be converted to white. Otherwise, if column 1 and any other column have different values, the pixel value of column 1 will then be taken. This process is repeated with the whole pixels in the image. After applying this process on all of the pixels of the image in Fig. 4 , the result is shown in Fig. 7 .
1) Sobel's Output Form Versus VEDA Output Form: In  Fig. 8 , the output forms of Sobel and the VEDA are compared. For Sobel, both vertical edges of a detected object have the same thickness, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . For the VEDA, there are two-and one-pixel thicknesses for each detected object, as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
As VEDA's output form, the searching process for the LP details could be faster and easier because this process searches for the availability of a 2 pixel width followed by a 1 pixel width to stand for a vertical edge. This mechanism of searching could save more processing time. In addition, there is no need to search again once the 1 pixel width is faced. These two features could make the searching process faster and easier. A detailed explanation will be provided in the next process [highlighted desired details (HDDs)].
2) Sobel's Time Complexity Versus VEDA's Time Complexity: By using the big-O-notation module, the code complexity of Sobel and that of the VEDA in terms of time are compared for evaluation.
For the Sobel operator, the algorithm complexity is
For the VEDA, the algorithm complexity is
where In (6), K1 and K2 represent the horizontal and vertical mask scales, respectively. Since these two masks are equal (i.e., 3 × 3), therefore
Thus, the new formulation of (6) can be modified as
Both (7) and (9) confirm that the VEDA has less complexity than the Sobel operator by K 2 times.
3) Sobel Versus Canny Versus VEDA:
The Sobel operator was the most popular edge detection operator until the development of edge detection techniques with a theoretical basis. It proved popular because it overall gave a better performance than the other contemporaneous edge detection operators. The Canny edge detector has more steps than Sobel. As is known, Canny performs additional processing, i.e., the nonmaximum suppression that eliminates possible wide ridges that can result from the Canny enhancer or Sobel. Furthermore, where Sobel does simple thresholding, Canny combines the thresholding with contour following to reduce the probability of false contours [41] . Thus, Canny's computation time can be more than Sobel's computation time. We can conclude that Canny is perhaps the most popular edge detection technique at present [41] in terms of the accuracy but costs time. On the contrary, Sobel's accuracy is still accepted in vertical-edge-based applications. Therefore, the complexity of the Canny operator can be found by using big-O-notation, as follows:
By comparing (7)- (10), the complexity of VEDA is less than Canny.
E. HDDs Based on VEDA
After applying the VEDA, the next step is to highlight the desired details such as plate details and vertical edges in the image. The HDD performs NAND-AND operation for each two corresponding pixel values taken from both ULEA and VEDA output images. The NAND-AND procedure for this process is shown in Fig. 9 .
This process depends on the VEDA output in highlighting the plate region. All the pixels in the vertical edge image (see Fig. 7 ) will be scanned. When there are two neighbor black pixels and followed by one black pixel, as in VEDA output form, the two edges will be checked to highlight the desired details by drawing black horizontal lines connecting each two vertical edges. First, these two vertical edges should be surrounded by a black background, as in the ULEA image in Fig. 4 . Second, the value of horizontal distance hd represents the length between the two vertical edges of a single object. The hd has been computed using the test images. The hd value is selected to be suitable for removing long foreground and random noise edges that have not been eliminated earlier. This scanning process will start moving from left to right and from top to bottom. After all pixels are scanned, the regions in which the correct LP exists are highlighted, as shown in Fig. 10 .
F. CRE
This process is divided into four steps as follows.
1) Count the Drawn Lines per Each Row:
The number of lines that have been drawn per each row will be counted and stored in matrix variable HwMnyLines[a], where a = 0, 1, . . . , height-1.
2) Divide the Image into Multigroups:
The huge number of rows will delay the processing time in the next steps. Thus, to reduce the consumed time, gathering many rows as a group is used here. Therefore, dividing the image into multigroups could be done using the following: where how_mny_groups represents the total number of groups, height represents the total number of image rows, and C represents the candidate region extration (CRE) constant. In this paper, C is chosen to represent one group (set of rows). For our methodology, C = 10 because each ten rows could save the computation time. In addition, it could avoid either loosing much desired details or consuming more computation time to process the image. Therefore, each group consists of ten rows. Due to the HwMnyLines[a] values, some rows have a number of drawn horizontal lines, and this makes some groups to have horizontal lines. The step here is to store the total number of horizontal lines for each group. In this step, a matrix is created to store the total number of drawn lines for each ten rows (group). This step will distinguish the regions that might have LP details. Fig. 11 shows an example for the total number of lines versus each group for the image shown in Fig. 10 .
In Fig. 11 where the total number of image rows is equal to 288, and the total number of groups is equal to 29 groups. This figure denotes that the highest values of line frequency are located in the LP region.
3) Count and Store Satisfied Group Indexes and Boundaries: Most of the group lines are not parts of the plate details. Therefore, it is useful to use a threshold to eliminate those unsatisfied groups and to keep the satisfied groups in which the LP details exist in. Each group will be checked; if it has at least 15 lines, then it is considered as a part of the LP region. Thus, the total number of groups including the parts of LP regions will be counted and stored. The remaining groups after thresholding step should have the LP details. Therefore, their locations are stored. The final step here is to extract both upper and lower boundaries of each satisfied group by using its own index.
This threshold (i.e., 15 lines) value is determined to make sure that the small-sized LP is included for a plate searching process. If the predefined threshold is selected with a less value than that given, wrong result can be yielded because noise and/or nonplate regions will be considered as parts of the true LP, even if they are not. Based on that, the optimal threshold for the best detection rate has been found is ≥ 1/20 × image_height. Therefore, the threshold in our case is ≥ 1/20 × 288 ≥ 14.4 ≡ 15. 
4) Select Boundaries of Candidate Regions:
This step draws the horizontal boundaries above and below each candidate region. Fig. 12 shows the result of drawing candidate regions boundaries in the input image. As shown, there are two candidate regions interpreted from horizontal-line plotting, and these conditions require an additional step before the LP region can be correctly extracted.
G. PRS
This process aims to select and extract one correct LP. The process is discussed in five parts. The first part explains the selection process of the LP region from the mathematical perspective only. The second part applies the proposed equation on the image. The third part gives the proof of the proposed equation using statistical calculations and graphs. The fourth part explains the voting step. The final part introduces the procedure of detecting the LP using the proposed equation. The flowchart of plate region selection (PRS) and plate detection (PD) is also provided, as shown in Fig. 13 .
1) Selection Process of the LP Region:
As known, some of the processed images are blurry, or the plate region might be defected. The plate region can be checked pixel by pixel, whether it belongs to the LP region or not. A mathematical formulation is proposed for this purpose, and once this formulation is applied on each pixel, the probability of the pixel being an element of the LP can be decided.
As aforementioned, for the candidate regions, each column will be checked one by one. If the column blackness ratio exceeds 50%, then the current column belongs to the LP region; thus, this column (see Fig. 12 ) will be replaced by a vertical black line in the result image, as shown in Fig. 14 . Hence, each column is checked by the condition that, if blckPix ≥ 0.5 × colmnHght, then the current column is an element of the LP region. Here, the blckPix represents the total number of black pixels per each column in the current candidate region, and the colmnHght represents the column height of the of the candidate region. This condition with a fixed value (0.5) is used with nonblurry images. However, some pixels of the candidate regions will not be detected in case the ratio of blackness to the total length (height) of the candidate region is greater than 50%. Therefore, the condition is changed to be less than 50%, according to the ratio of the blurry level or the deformation of the LP. The condition will be modified as follows. blckPix ≥ P RS × colmnHght, where P RS represents the PRS factor. The P RS value is reduced when the blurry level is high to highlight more important details, and it is increased when the blurry level is less. Therefore, the mathematical representation for selecting the LP region can be formulated as follows:
where C region represents the output value for the current pixel of the currently processed candidate region. If C region = 0, consider the checked pixel as an element of the LP region; otherwise, consider it as background. The value of P RS is automatically determined. Below is the proposed pseudocode in which (12) is applied.
If (blckPix >= 0.5 × colmhHght) //i.e., P RS = 50%; the blckPix >= 0.5× the column height of the correct region Then P RS is determined, and = 0.5 → the current column is a part of the LP; Else If (blckPix >= 0.4 × colmhHght) //i.e., P RS = 40%; the blckPix >= 0.4× the column height of the correct region Then P RS is determined, and = 0.4 → the current column is a part of the LP; Else If (blckPix >= 0.3 × colmhHght) //i.e., P RS = 30%; the blckPix >= 0.3× the column height of the correct region Then P RS is determined, and = 0.3 → the current column is a part of the LP; Else { The current column is not a part of the LP, and it belongs to background; Go to next column; } End If
2) Applying the Mathematical Formulation:
After applying (12) on the image that contains the candidate regions shown in Fig. 12 , the output can be shown in Fig. 14. 3) Proof of (12) Using Statistics: Fig. 15 shows the blackness frequency for both candidate regions shown in Fig. 12 . From the plot, it can be observed that the true candidate region has higher blackness frequency than the wrong candidate.
4) Making a Vote:
The columns whose top and bottom neighbors have high ratios of blackness details are given one vote. This process is done for all candidate regions. Hence, the candidate region that has the highest vote values will be the selected region as the true LP. By tracking the black vertical lines, the plate area will be detected and extracted. In Fig. 16 , the boundaries of the plate area are detected.
After the whole procedure has been performed, the final result for LPD is shown in Fig. 17 .
5) LPD Using (12):
An example is given to show how the value of the P RS factor can whether increase or decrease the detection rate of the CLPD method. After applying (12) on any image obtained from the previous process (i.e., CRE), the output image contains a single candidate region. This effect of changing the P RS value is given in the example. In Fig. 18(a) , the boundaries of the plate area are detected, and the corresponding LP is marked, as shown in Fig. 18(b) , whereas the P RS value in this case has been set to be greater than or equal to 0.5. In Fig. 18(c) and (d), the P RS value is set to be greater than or equal to 0.4. In the last case, the P RS value is set to be greater than or equal to 0.3, as shown in Fig. 18(e) and (f) .
By comparing the three obtained results, we can say that the best result is shown in Fig. 18 (e) and (f). Thus, by controlling the P RS value based on the processed image, the performance of the CLPD method is enhanced.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Camera Setting
The prototype of the CLPD method is depicted in Fig. 19 . 
B. Implementation Steps
The implementation steps can be summarized as follows.
1) The web camera is set to active profile "live" and is connected to a laptop. 2) The devices described in (step 1) are taken to an outdoor environment.
3) The web camera is focused on the car LP. 4) The distance between the web camera and the LP ranges from 2 to 4 m. 5) The web-camera pan angles are in between +20
• and −20 • , whereas camera tilt is set from 0
• to 20
• . This procedure is shown in Fig. 20. 6) The captured samples contain different backgrounds and objects such as trees and two LPs. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, the AT process will be evaluated first. Then, the accuracy and the computation time of the VEDA are compared with that of the Sobel operator. Finally, the performance of the proposed CLPD method is evaluated. To carry out this evaluation and analysis, The VEDA and the Sobel algorithm are separately used to extract vertical edges. In the first evaluation, the CLPD method has been built as follows: ULEA→VEDA→HDD→ CRE→PRS→PD. In the second evaluation, the CLPD method has been built as follows: ULEA→Sobel→HDD→CRE→ PRS→PD. Our proposed method has been tested on the laptop with the following specifications: Core 2 CPUs with 1.83 GHz and 1 GB of RAM. The program is running under Windows XP SP2 written in C++ language with an OpenCV library.
A. AT Evaluation
To evaluate the effect of T mentioned in (4) and (5) on the performance of the CLPD method, the AT has been applied on the image shown in Fig. 21(a) , with different values of T . The results are shown in Fig. 21(b)-(d) .
As shown in Fig. 21(b) , when T is equal to 0.04, there are adjacent regions around the LP. In Fig. 21(d) , some important details such as the LP characters are partially eliminated and changed to background when the T is 0.3. Thus, the detection rate of the CLPD method might be affected in such a case. The accuracy and the computation time of the VEDA and Sobel are shown in Fig. 22 . As stated, the VEDA consumed only 11% of Sobel's time, yet the appearance of edges is comparable.
2) Computation Time: Table I shows the computation time of the VEDA and Sobel for different image sizes. The best performance of VEDA is one ninth the computational times compared with Sobel. The ratio is getting less when the resolution of image increases.
3) Big-O-Notation-Module-Based Complexity Comparison: As discussed earlier in the proposed CLPD method, the VEDA has less complexity than the Sobel operator by K 2 times. Therefore, the VEDA is easier and a very simple tool to be used for extracting vertical edges.
C. Proposed CLPD Method Evaluation
Here, the samples collection will be explained. Then, the CLPD method will be evaluated using the VEDA and Sobel for extracting vertical edges. The proposed CLPD method will be compared with the Malaysian CAR Plate Extraction Technology (CARPET) [42] and several methods in terms of the computation time and the detection rate.
1) Sample Collection:
The whole samples used in our experiments were captured in different parking areas and under various weather conditions such as rainy, sunny, and shady days taken from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. They contain different backgrounds and objects such as trees and two LPs. A lot of difficulties in the experiments are faced such as blurriness, illumination changes, similarity between LP and car-body colors, LP sizes, LP designs, and double-row LPs, as shown in Fig. 23 . Table II gives the experimental conditions. If the proposed algorithm is applied on a higher specification camera, the camera distance will also be increased.
2) CLPD Method Evaluation Using the VEDA: The whole tested images are 664, and they are classified into three groups based on the images quality, background complexity, and lighting effects. The first group (G1) includes the ideal, blurry, and defected plates. The second group (G2) contains double-row LPs, trees, similarity of LP and car body, and more than one LP or a car in a single image. The third group (G3) contains excessive light, rainy, shady, and low-contrast images. Table III shows the number of images per each classified group.
To show the increment percentage of the detection rate, Fig. 24 shows the detection rate of each group before and after applying (12) . As shown from the results of this figure, the increment percentage of the detection rate after applying (12) has been raised from 86.3% to 91.65% for all test images. Fig. 25 shows the total number of success and failure detection for each group after applying (12) . The detection rate for G2 and G3 is lower than G1 due to the complexity existing in the image. Table IV shows the percentage of success and failure for each group. Fig. 26 shows the average processing times for all test images. Most of the processed images take 47 ms. The computation time for each of the seven stages in the proposed method is listed in Table V . A lot of the time is consumed on the second stage, which is AT. The total time of processing one 352 × 288 image is 47.7 ms, which meets the real-time processing requirement. The stage that requires the longest time to compute is AT. The Combination of the ULEA and the VEDA still consumed less time than AT.
As summarized, 607 LPs from the 664 images are successfully detected. Then, the average accuracy of CLPD is 91.4%.
In addition to the successfully detected LPs shown in Fig. 23 , a set of further samples that are taken randomly is shown in Fig. 27 , and their located LPs are marked. It can be seen that the proposed method is able to detect LPs, although the LP is tilted. In addition, if there are many cars or LPs on a single image, the proposed CLPD method can detect them and extract the correct LPs, as shown in Fig. 27 .
A comparison of the proposed CLPD method with several methods will be provided in Table VI . Additionally, in Table VII , the computation time of the proposed CLPD method is compared with the computation time of other methods.
As shown in Table VII , our proposed CLPD method can be used with real-time applications, and it has the lowest computation time compared with several methods.
3) CLPD Method Evaluation Using Sobel: In this case, the following steps have been used: ULEA→Sobel→HDD→ CRE→PRS→PD. Table VIII summarizes the computation time and the detection rate of the proposed CLPD method. Fig. 24 . Enhancement of the detection rate after using (12) . TABLE VI  COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METHOD AND  OTHER SEVERAL METHODS   TABLE VII  COMPUTATION TIME OF THE PROPOSED AND OTHER METHODS   TABLE VIII  COMPUTATION TIME AND DETECTION RATE OF THE  CLPD METHOD USING VEDA AND SOBEL Based on these results, it is concluded that using the VEDA for detecting vertical edges could have enhanced the performance of the proposed CLPD in terms of the computation time and the detection rate.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a new and fast algorithm for vertical edge detection, in which its performance is faster than the performance of Sobel by five to nine times depending on image resolution. The VEDA contributes to make the whole proposed CLPD method faster. We have proposed a CLPD method in which data set was captured by using a web camera. We employed 664 images taken from various scenes and under different conditions. Only one LP is considered in each sample for the whole experiments. In the experiment, the rate of correctly detected LPs is 91.4%. In addition, the computation time of the CLPD method is 47.7 ms, which meets the real-time requirements. Finally, the VEDA-based and Sobel-based CLPD are compared, and the findings show that VEDA-based CLPD is better in terms of the computation time and the detection rate.
